Equity and health in housing coverage:

A preliminary news analysis from Northern California
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Housing impacts health in widespread, well-documented ways that affect both quality and length of life.¹ As a key determinant of health, housing instability stands to widen already stark racial and health inequities. As such, a growing number of public health organizations and practitioners are seeking ways to ensure all residents have access to safe, affordable homes.

While the connection between housing and health is clear, there is less research and even fewer recommendations on how public health practitioners can engage in addressing this challenging issue. This is especially true when it comes to communication, leaving public health practitioners with little guidance on how they can talk about housing strategically to support policy and systems changes that decrease racial and health inequities.

Understanding how the news media frame housing policy — and whether a health frame is included — can help address this research gap and support practitioners in more effectively strengthening housing policy. That’s because news coverage provides a window into the public discourse around any issue and sets the agenda for what issues the public and policymakers think about — and how they think about them.²³⁴⁵⁶ News coverage also influences what solutions people support.

To better understand how the housing crisis is portrayed in the news, Berkeley Media Studies Group analyzed coverage from the San Francisco Bay Area — the epicenter of the crisis — and paid special attention to how equity and health appear in the news, providing insights for housing advocates working across the country.⁷

**Background**

Complex policy decisions at the local, state, and federal levels contribute to increasing housing costs, housing instability, and poor health outcomes. In response to the San Francisco Bay Area’s housing crisis, a diverse, multisector set of partners called The

---


Committee to House the Bay Area, or CASA, created a set of local, regional, and state policy and funding recommendations, called the CASA Compact. To push CASA to emphasize equity and health, the Bay Area Regional Health Inequities Initiative (BARHII), a coalition of 11 Bay Area local health departments, facilitated an equity cabinet of public health and tenants’ rights organizations. The cabinet was funded by the San Francisco Foundation and worked to ensure equity and health appeared in both the CASA recommendations and news coverage. This group inserted equity and health into the public conversation about CASA and successfully influenced the CASA process to ensure that it included some of the priorities of renters, communities of color, and others most affected by the health consequences of the Bay Area’s housing instability.

One of the equity cabinet’s key policy and communication strategies has been focusing on what BARHII, and now CASA, refers to as the 3Ps: protecting people from displacement, preserving existing affordable housing, and producing new affordable housing. This focus on setting and meeting concrete goals for the 3Ps kept the conversation solutions-focused and maintained many of the protection and preservation strategies championed by tenants, despite strong political pressure to weaken or remove them.

Like many health equity issues, the causes and solutions to the housing crisis in the Bay Area are complicated. Even with the equity cabinet working to keep equity and health at the forefront, cabinet members and other groups have been concerned that the recommendations do not go far enough to advance equitable solutions for the communities hardest hit by the housing crisis and could lead to further displacement of communities of color from urban areas. Additionally, some smaller jurisdictions with wealthier populations have voiced concerns that the CASA Compact’s regionally focused recommendations infringe on local control and will diminish the “small-town” atmosphere by increasing density and affordable housing; this will make keeping policy and communication focused on health equity an ongoing challenge.

**What we did**

The complex CASA process makes it a unique window through which to evaluate news about housing. In BMSG’s news analysis, we wanted to know:

- When the CASA Compact appeared in Bay Area news coverage, how did it compare with coverage of the housing crisis more broadly?
- How did the 3Ps (preservation, protection, and production) appear in news coverage about CASA and about the wider housing crisis?
- Were equity and health part of the news conversation about CASA?
- What can we learn from this analysis that helps others working at the intersection of housing and health and points to future research questions?
In this news analysis, we collected articles that mentioned CASA or the CASA Compact, using the Nexis database. The first article we identified was published in May 2017, and we gathered all coverage through February 15, 2019. Trained coders analyzed the articles to assess how CASA was framed in the news, who was quoted, and how issues of equity or health appeared in connection to housing.

We also used MediaCloud to identify news coverage of the Bay Area housing crisis in general during the same time period and to see how, if at all, it differed from coverage that discussed the CASA Compact.

What we found

We found 118 articles published in San Francisco Bay Area news outlets (ranging from major newspapers to smaller online outlets) that substantively discussed CASA. During the same time period, we found 22,809 articles about the general Bay Area housing crisis.

Figure 1: Articles that reference CASA over time (n=118)
Fewer than 10 articles a month mentioned CASA until the end of 2018 when the release of the Compact garnered significant coverage in local news outlets. Just over half (51%) of articles about CASA were news stories, while 49% were opinion pieces, such as op-eds, letters to the editor, or unsigned editorials.

**How are solutions to the housing crisis framed?**

Research shows that both advocacy messages and news coverage often focus on the problem rather than the solution, which can make complex problems seem intractable and can slow the momentum for solutions that lead to equity and health.⁸

Our analysis found that news coverage of CASA contained a strong emphasis on solutions. Compared to stories about the broader housing crisis, stories about CASA were more likely to discuss one or more of the 3Ps as a solution (see Table 1).

Across both types of coverage, housing production was the most covered solution (60% in general housing news versus 78% in news about CASA).

| Table 1: References to production, protection, and preservation in news about CASA and the housing crisis |
|---------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------|
| News about the housing crisis (overall)          | News about CASA                                        |
| Production                                       | 60%                                                   | 78%                                                   |
| Protection                                       | 19%                                                   | 61%                                                   |
| Preservation                                     | 3%                                                    | 37%                                                   |

Significantly, we also found that the more controversial protection and preservation strategies, which centered equity and were championed by tenants’ rights organizations, appeared far more often in CASA coverage than in general stories about the housing crisis. Protection appeared in only 19% of stories about the housing crisis versus 61% of the stories about CASA, while preservation appeared in only 3% of the stories about the housing crisis versus 37% of stories about CASA.

Even in the CASA coverage, however, we found that preservation strategies were only discussed in about one-third of articles, and they were often mentioned only in passing. In addition, the connections among the 3Ps of housing, including key equity connections, such as the need for applying protection strategies before production incentives are introduced, were discussed in only a handful of articles.

**How do equity and health issues appear in the news about CASA?**

Public health organizations and tenants’ rights groups were pushing for both the CASA recommendations and the news coverage to frame housing as a health issue and focus
on equity-based solutions. Therefore, we were interested in learning how equity and health appeared in the news and how these issues intersected.

**Figure 2: References to equity and health in news about CASA (n=118)**

About a quarter of articles (25%) discussed equity in connection to housing, such as the displacement of communities of color and low-income families (see Figure 2). These were most often discussions of income inequality; explicit references to racial inequity were relatively rare. References to equity appeared in both news stories and opinion pieces. In one news article, for example, a representative of a community organization noted, “Prioritizing those hardest-hit by the housing affordability crisis is paramount.”

Very few articles about CASA (8%) discussed health in relation to housing. When the connection between housing and health appeared, it was often in opinion pieces or blogs, rather than in news stories.

The few articles that included the intersection of equity and health were the result of BARHII and its member local health departments’ efforts to gain media coverage with
this frame. For example, one article that explicitly connected equity, health, and housing was an op-ed from Alameda County Supervisor Keith Carson and former Alameda County Health Officer Muntu Davis, which stated, “As a result of policies such as segregation and economic disinvestment, low-income residents continue to be at greater risk of enduring dilapidated homes and displacement from their communities. Displacement has a significant effect on quality of life.”

Who speaks in the news about CASA?

To understand whose perspectives are elevated in the news (and whose are obscured), we tallied which speakers were quoted in the news. Local elected officials were by far the most commonly quoted speakers in the CASA news coverage, appearing in nearly half of all articles. Tenant advocacy organizations, on the other hand, were the fifth-most quoted, although this translates to only 10% of articles. Health and mental health researchers or practitioners (including public health practitioners) were rarely quoted, appearing in only one article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Speakers most frequently quoted in news about CASA (% of articles about CASA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elected or local government officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional government bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASA representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not-for-profit developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant nonprofits or grassroots organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speakers who appeared in <10% of articles included: for-profit developers; philanthropists; residents; researchers; homeowners and renters; public and mental health spokespeople; representatives of the tech industry and other businesses; organized residents’ groups that opposed building new housing; and residents who were focused primarily on housing production without equity-based strategies to prevent displacement.

Which messages about CASA appear in the news?

Arguments critical of the CASA recommendations and process appeared in slightly more articles (57% of articles) than did arguments supportive of the effort (52% of articles) (see Figure 3). Much of the debate about CASA focused on overarching concerns, such as the benefits and drawbacks of a regional approach or the transparency of the CASA process, rather than specific policy proposals. Arguments against CASA often evoked values, including transparency, autonomy, and protecting “small-town” interests. For example, a Marin activist argued
that CASA was created “without input from those communities that value and cherish the character and quality of life in their small communities.”

Figure 3: Arguments for or against CASA in news coverage, by type of argument

We found that proponents of CASA were sometimes quoted using “elephant triggers,” which occur when someone repeats their opposition’s argument, even to rebut it. By reiterating the opposition’s talking points — for example, the argument that the CASA proposals amounted to an elimination of local control — advocates may have inadvertently triggered people to focus on the opposition’s messages.

Recommendations

This analysis of coverage of CASA and the broader housing crisis, while preliminary, points to key steps that public health practitioners and their partners can take to elevate health and equity in future CASA discussions and in other discussions about housing policy. Specifically, advocates can:

- **Continue to lead with an overall strategy.** A strong overall strategy that elevates equity and health solutions in the news is a critical part of shaping
public and policy debates. Investing time in developing a strong overall and communication strategy can be challenging when health departments and advocates are juggling many other tasks, but is essential to generating news coverage that helps advance equity-focused housing solutions. An overall strategy includes clearly defining the problem you want to address, the policy you are advocating for, who has power to make this change, and which allies can help make the case. A strength of the CASA coverage was its focus on solutions: The 3Ps were a major theme in the coverage because the equity cabinet — and the overall CASA process — focused on centering these solutions in communication materials as part of the overall strategy.

• Ensure messages lead with values. Communication research emphasizes that speaking about values is a core component of strong messages, and we found that opponents of CASA and other housing initiatives often used vivid language to evoke values like autonomy, preservation, and fairness as they described a struggle to protect a “small-town” community’s way of life. To connect with their audiences, equity, housing, and health advocates need to establish their shared values and link those values back to the issue at hand and the policy changes needed. The more advocates evoke strong values — like unity, interdependence, connectedness, pride of place, and others — whenever they communicate, the better their messages will connect with their audiences.

Additionally, while the statements on small-town values never explicitly included race or class, from a communication standpoint, and in terms of the practical implications about who gets to live in these “small towns,” they are heavily laden with racial and class connotations. Proponents of tenant protections and affordable housing should note that these messages already insert race and class into the conversation, even if it is implicit. Housing justice advocates can turn to recent research that shows that using values like unity, coupled with explicitly discussing racism and classism, can help advance equity-focused solutions that counter the effect of race and class being used to divide us.12

• Develop relationships with reporters. While equity and health did appear in the news about CASA and housing, there is room for more. By developing relationships with reporters and working with journalists, advocates can help make the housing and health equity connection easier to illustrate. This takes resources and time for advocates who often have full plates, so finding ways to fund and support developing communication capacity and strategy is critical.

• Use opinion pages to advance racial and health equity frames. While news articles did include coverage of equity and health related to housing, op-eds, blogs, letters to the editor, and other opinion pieces offer advocates opportunities to frame the issue in a way that advances equity and health solutions. Getting opinion pieces placed can then influence future news articles on housing as well.
• **Communication strategies should include elected officials.** Multiple elected officials were part of the CASA process, and it’s no surprise that they were frequently quoted, as they are often seen as formal spokespeople, and reporters know how to reach them. Public health staff and advocates can work more closely with their elected leaders who are champions of equitably focused housing policy to ensure they have solid messages that tie housing and health equity together and avoid repeating opposition arguments.

• **Amplify equity and public health voices.** While tenant groups that advance equity-focused housing policy did appear in the coverage, there are still many opportunities to increase their voices, along with the residents they work with. Additionally, public and mental health representatives were rarely quoted, which means there is a large opportunity to build capacity and develop communication strategies that leverage public health voices.

**Conclusion**

Communicating about any area of public health can be challenging, especially in efforts to advance policy change. Communicating about the housing crisis — with its complex causes and solutions, jargon, and layers of equity issues — is no exception. Equity-focused solutions, like protection and preservation, are harder to see, and the crisis (and even the language of crisis13), makes it seem inevitable and obscures the role and responsibility that local, regional, and state government have in creating opportunities for everyone to have access to housing — and to be healthy.

However, this analysis shows that with a concerted effort, it is possible to get complex solutions, including ones that focus on equity, into news coverage of the housing crisis. Our analysis also identifies many opportunities for strengthening communication strategies that advance housing and racial and health equity. Continued investment in the communication capacity of community and public health organizations that are leading this work can help build the movement for racial and health equity and stable, affordable housing in the Bay Area and beyond.
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